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The enzymatic activities of CD38 enhance CLL growth and
trafficking: implications for therapeutic targeting
T Vaisitti1,2, V Audrito1,2, S Serra1,2, R Buonincontri1,2, G Sociali3, E Mannino3, A Pagnani2, A Zucchetto4, E Tissino4, C Vitale5, M Coscia5,
C Usai6, C Pepper7, V Gattei4, S Bruzzone3 and S Deaglio1,2

The ecto-enzyme CD38 is gaining momentum as a novel therapeutic target for patients with hematological malignancies, with
several anti-CD38 monoclonal antibodies in clinical trials with promising results. In chronic lymphocytic leukemia (CLL) CD38 is a
marker of unfavorable prognosis and a central factor in the pathogenetic network underlying the disease: activation of CD38
regulates genetic pathways involved in proliferation and movement. Here we show that CD38 is enzymatically active in primary CLL
cells and that its forced expression increases disease aggressiveness in a xenograft model. The effect is completely lost when using
an enzyme-deficient version of CD38 with a single amino-acid mutation. Through the enzymatic conversion of NAD into ADPR
(ADP-ribose) and cADPR (cyclic ADP-ribose), CD38 increases cytoplasmic Ca2+ concentrations, positively influencing proliferation
and signaling mediated via chemokine receptors or integrins. Consistently, inhibition of the enzymatic activities of CD38 using the
flavonoid kuromanin blocks CLL chemotaxis, adhesion and in vivo homing. In a short-term xenograft model using primary cells,
kuromanin treatment traps CLL cells in the blood, thereby increasing responses to chemotherapy. These results suggest that
monoclonal antibodies that block the enzymatic activities of CD38 or enzyme inhibitors may prove therapeutically useful.
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INTRODUCTION
CD38 is a surface protein with a wide pattern of expression in cells
of hematological and non-hematological origin. It belongs to the
family of nucleotide-metabolizing enzymes, a set of molecules
involved in the scavenging of extracellular nucleotides (reviewed
in Malavasi et al.1). Besides recycling nucleotides, these enzymes
generate compounds that control cellular homeostasis and
metabolism. CD38 catalyzes the synthesis of cyclic ADP-ribose
(cADPR) a second messenger mobilizing Ca2+ from Ryanodine-
sensitive stores,2 and of ADP-ribose (ADPR), which acts as the
ligand for the Transient Receptor Potential Melastatin subfamily M
type 2 (TRPM2), a receptor-operated membrane Ca2+ channel.3

Moreover, CD38 might, in certain tissues and conditions, catalyze
the production of nicotinic acid adenine dinucleotide phosphate,
the most potent Ca2+-mobilizing second messenger.4,5

The catalytic activity of CD38 is required for various
physiological processes, including insulin secretion,6 muscarinic
Ca2+ signaling in pancreatic acinar cells,7 neutrophil chemotaxis,8

dendritic cell trafficking,9 oxytocin secretion10 and in the
development of diet-induced obesity.11

CD38 is expressed by a number of hematological
malignancies, including chronic lymphocytic leukemia (CLL),
where it is a negative prognostic marker.12 CLL is characterized
by the expansion of a monoclonal population of mature B cells
expressing CD23 and CD5. The clinical behavior is heterogeneous,
with some patients requiring early treatment and others remain-
ing stable over a long period of time.13 Surface expression of
CD38 above the clinical cutoff of 20% identifies the subset of CLL

patients with a more aggressive variant of the leukemia and
a shorter overall survival.14 Our group has shown that CD38 is a
central factor in the pathogenetic network underlying the disease:
activation of CD38 regulates genetic pathways involved in
proliferation and movement.15–17 CD38 enhances chemokine
responses, adhesion to integrin substrates and matrix metallo-
protease activities.18–21 Together, these functions regulate traffick-
ing of CLL cells to and from thelymph nodes, where
microenvironmental conditions favor leukemic growth and
survival.22,23 In CLL cells, CD38 is part of a molecular platform
that includes chemokine receptors, integrins and matrix
metalloproteases.24 Here, it integrates signals coming from
chemokines and integrins, increasing tyrosine phosphorylation
of the key cytoplasmic molecules, including Vav-1 and ERK1/2
(ref. 25). No information is currently available on the molecular
mechanisms responsible for these effects.
The hypothesis behind this work is that the enzymatic activities

are essential in mediating CD38 functions in CLL cells.
The translational relevance of these observations derives from
recent reports indicating that monoclonal antibodies targeting
CD38 show promising results in clinical trials, at least in myeloma
patients.26–28 If our working hypothesis is confirmed, it would
suggest that enzyme inhibitors could be used as therapeutic
weapons for targeting CD38.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Detailed protocols for all sections are described in Supplementary
Methods.
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Cells, mice and reagents
Peripheral blood samples from patients with a confirmed diagnosis of CLL
were obtained after informed consent, in accordance with the Institutional
Guidelines and the Declaration of Helsinki. Immunocompromised
NOD/SCID/γ chain− /− (NSG) mice were from Charles River (Milan, Italy)
and were maintained in a pathogen-free animal facility. Mice were treated
following the European guidelines and with the approval of the Italian
Ministry of Health. Nicotinamide guanine dinucleotide (NGD) and
Kuromanin were from Sigma (Milan, Italy), 8-Br-ADPR from Biolog (Bremen,
Germany).

Immunofluorescence
The list of antibodies used is in Supplementary Methods. Stained cells
were analyzed with a FACSCantoII cytofluorimeter, equipped with the Diva
software v8 (BD Biosciences, Milan, Italy).

Generation of Mec-1 transfectants
Mec-1/CD38WT, /CD38M and green-fluorescent protein (GFP) were gener-
ated by lentiviral infection and subsequent selection of the CD38+

population by using a FACSAria III cell sorter (BD Biosciences).29 The TRPM2
short-hairpin RNA was from Origene Technologies (Rockville, MD, USA).

Measurement of CD38 enzymatic activities
NADase and cADPR-hydrolase activities were evaluated as described.30

A fluorimetric assay based on cGDPR generation from NGD was also used,
with fluorescence measured using a Synergy Biotek reader (excitation
300 nm, emission 410 nm, BioTek, Winooski, VT, USA).

Determination of intracellular NAD, cADPR and Ca2+ concentration
Mec-1 clones (5 × 106) or patient-derived CLL lymphocytes (8 × 106) were
lysed (0.3 ml of 0.6 M perchloric acid, 4 °C). NAD and cADPR contents were
determined as described31 and normalized over protein concentration.
To measure [Ca2+]i, cells (2 × 106 cells/ml) were incubated with or

without chemokines (10 ng per 106 cells, 24 h). Cells were loaded with Fura
2-AM (10 μM, 40min, 37 °C, Life Technologies, Milan, Italy) and analyzed
using a spectrophotometer (Cairn Research Ltd, Faversham, UK). [Ca2+]i
was calculated as in Zocchi et al.32

Lipid raft isolation
Detergent-insoluble and -soluble membranes were purified by discontin-
uous sucrose gradient centrifugation, as reported.18 Of the eight fractions
collected from the top, two to four contained the detergent-insoluble
membrane and seven to eight the detergent-soluble membrane.

Co-capping experiments
Co-capping experiments were performed using the antibodies described
in Supplementary Methods. Cells were analyzed with a TCS SP5 laser
scanning confocal microscope equipped with four lasers, images acquired
with LAS AF Version Lite 2.4 software (Leica Microsystems, Milan, Italy) and
processed with Photoshop (CS6, Adobe Systems, San Jose, CA, USA).

Chemotaxis experiments
Chemotaxis experiments were performed using classical Boyden chamber
assays. The migration index (MI) was calculated as described.18

Adhesion experiments
Adhesion experiments were performed in 24-well plates coated with
recombinant human VCAM-1 (10mg/ml, R&D Systems, Milan, Italy).20 Cells
were analyzed with a Nikon Eclipse 90i microscope and the ND2 software
(Nikon, Tokio, Japan). Staining for phosphorylated Vav-1 was performed as
described in Supplementary Methods.
Mouse L cells transfected with human CD31 were used to measure

CD38/CD31 interactions. The blocking anti-CD31 antibody Moon-1 was
used to interfere with CD38 binding.33

MTT assay
MTT assays were performed according to the manufacturer’s instructions
(Vibrant MTT cell proliferation assay kit, Life Technologies).

In vivo studies and magnetic resonance
Eight-week-old NSG male mice were intraventrally (i.v.) injected with
2.5 × 105 Mec-1 variants in 0.2 ml of phosphate-buffered saline.
The animals were weighed twice a week. Tumor growth was checked
with magnetic resonance imaging using the Aspect M2 Compact high-
performance magnetic resonance imaging imaging system (Aspect
Imaging, Toronto, ON, Canada). Peripheral blood, femoral bone marrow
and organs (kidneys, liver, spleen, lungs and heart) were analyzed using
fluorescence activated cell sorting (FACS) (cells were stained using anti-
CD38-Alexa488/-CD19-PE or only -CD19 in Mec-1/GFP+) using the
FacsCanto II cytometer and immunohistochemistry to check for infiltrating
leukemic cells.
For homing experiments, peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs)

from CLL patients (20 × 106) were i.v. injected in the tail vein of NSG male
mice. To inhibit endogenous CD38 activity, 24 and 1 h before injection with
the leukemic cells, mice were intraperitoneally injected with 50mg/kg
kuromanin or a vehicle. Human leukemic cells were traced 16 h afterwards
as described.19

Immunohistochemical analysis
Formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded sections were stained as described.34

Antibodies used are described in Supplementary Methods. Slides were
analyzed using a DMI3000 optical microscope, equipped with a DCF 310 FX
digital camera and images acquired and processed with the LAS AF 3.8
version software (Leica Microsystems). Quantification of staining intensity
was performed in × 4 magnification images, using the LAS Application
Suite Version 3.8 software (Leica Microsystems) and expressed
as percentage of CD20 areas. At least six different areas of the same slide
from three independent experiments were analyzed.

Gene expression profiling analysis
In all, 300 ng RNA were amplified and biotinylated using Illumina TotalPrep
RNA Amplification Kit (Life Technologies). cRNA (750 ng) was hybridized to
HumanHT-12 v4 Expression BeadChips (Illumina, Milan, Italy) using Whole-
Genome Expression Direct Hybridisation kit (Illumina) and scanned with
iScan System (Illumina). Analysis is described in Supplementary Methods.

Quantitative real‐time PCR (qRT‐PCR)
RNA samples used for gene expression profiling were converted to cDNA
using the High Capacity cDNAReverse Transcription kit (Life Technologies).
qRT-PCR was performed using the 7900 HT Fast Real Time PCR system
(SDS2.3 software) with commercial primers (TaqMan Gene Expression
Assays, Life Technologies, Monza, Italy). The comparative computed
tomography method was used to calculate expression relative to the
endogenous control.

Statistical analyses
Statistical analyses were performed with GraphPad v6 (GraphPad Software
Inc, La Jolla, CA, USA) and are presented as box plots or histograms. In the
text, data are presented as mean± s.e.m. Mann–Whitney or Wilcoxon
matched-pairs signed rank test were used to determine statistical
significance.

RESULTS
CD38 is enzymatically active in CLL cells
CD38 metabolizes NAD and NADP, generating cADPR, ADPR and
nicotinic acid adenine dinucleotide phosphate, all Ca2+-mobilizing
compounds. However, the activity of CD38 as a surface enzyme in
CLL cells remains unexplored. Purified CD38+ and CD38− CLL cells
(n= 19) were analyzed for their ability to produce cGDPR from the
NAD analog NGD. Under basal conditions, CD38+ cells produced
significantly higher levels of cGDPR than their CD38− counterparts
(Figure 1a). Consistent with the expression of a functional
NAD-metabolizing enzyme, CD38+ CLL cells contained lower
NAD and higher cADPR levels than CD38− cells (Figure 1b), as
expected.32 The only other enzyme with a similar activity, namely
CD157, is not expressed by CLL cells.
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Recently, flavonoids, such as kuromanin, have been shown to
inhibit CD38 enzymatic activities. Among the available molecules,
we selected kuromanin because it is active in the low micromolar
range, being one of the most potent CD38 inhibitors.35,36 This was
confirmed in CLL cells, where exposure to kuromanin blocked the
conversion of NGD to cGDPR in a dose-dependent manner, with a
reduction of ~ 80% when exposing CD38+ CLL cells to 100 μM
kuromanin (Figure 1c). Under these conditions, CD38+ CLL cells
were indistinguishable from CD38− ones in terms of NGD
degradation (data not shown). As previously reported with other
flavonoids of similar activity,37,38 no cytotoxicity was observed
when CLL cells were exposed to 100 μM kuromanin for up to 24 h.

Generation and characterization of Mec-1 clones expressing a
wild-type or an enzymatically inactive form of CD38
The CLL-like cell line Mec-1 was used as model to address the
functional role of the enzymatic activities of CD38 in the disease.
These cells, constitutively CD38−, were infected by lentiviruses
carrying the genetic material for a wild-type or an enzymatically
inactive form of the molecule (CD38WT and CD38M, respectively).
The mutant was generated by introducing a point mutation in the
catalytic site (E226D, glutamic acid into aspartic acid), previously
shown to be critical for the enzymatic functions.39 GFP+ Mec-1
clones (Mec-1/GFP) were generated with the same protocol and
used as the control. Three independent clones for each condition

were studied. Comparable expression levels of CD38 in the wild-
type and the mutant clones were confirmed using RT-PCR,
western blot and immunofluorescence staining (Supplementary
Figure 1A–C). The mutant form of CD38 was still recognized by the
five antibodies used (Supplementary Figure 1C). Mec-1/CD38WT

were enzymatically competent, as confirmed using the NGD assay
(Figure 1d) and the quantification of NAD glycohydrolase and
cADPR hydrolase activities (Supplementary Figure 1D), whereas
Mec-1/GFP and /CD38M cells were unable to metabolize NGD
(Figure 1d). In agreement with the results obtained using primary
cells, Mec-1/CD38WT cells contained lower NAD and higher cADPR
levels, when compared with /CD38M or /GFP Mec-1 cells
(Figure 1e). Enzymatic conversion of NGD was dose-dependently
blocked by the addition of kuromanin, with ~ 70% inhibition using
a dose of 100 μM (Figure 1f). Under these conditions, no
cytotoxicity was observed.

Mec-1/CD38WT or Mec-1/CD38M cells exhibit similar CD38
structural organization and signal transduction properties
We first asked whether CD38M molecules were structurally
different from CD38WT. Three different observations argue
against this hypothesis. First, no differences were observed in
the membrane distribution of Mec-1/CD38WT or /CD38M cells, with
~ 50% of the protein constitutively localized in detergent-
insoluble fractions (Figure 2a), as expected.40 Second, both

Figure 1. CD38 is enzymatically active in CLL lymphocytes and in a derived cell line model. (a) CD38 enzymatic activities were measured in
CD38+ (470% positive cells, n= 9) and CD38− (o8% positive cells, n= 10) CLL cells using NGD as substrate. Accumulation of cGDPR was
measured over 180min. Results are expressed as arbitrary fluorescence units. The dotted line represents fluorescence values without cells.
(b) NAD and cADPR contents were determined with an enzymatic cycling assay in CD38+ and CD38− CLL samples (n= 9). (c) CD38+ CLL cells
(n= 10) were pre-incubated with kuromanin (30 or 100 μM, 30min) before assaying the conversion of NGD into cGDPR over 180min. Results
are expressed as percentage of inhibition. (d) Mec-1 cells infected with lentiviruses carrying a wild-type version of CD38 (CD38WT), the E226D
mutant (CD38M) or GFP were assayed for the production of cGDPR from NGD over 180min. Results are expressed as in a. The dotted line
represents fluorescence values without cells. (e) NAD and cADPR contents in Mec-1 clones, as measured with an enzymatic cycling assay.
(f) Percentage of inhibition of the enzymatic activities of CD38 in Mec-1/CD38WT by kuromanin calculated as in c.
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Figure 2. Comparable organization of CD38 molecules in the different Mec-1 clones. (a) Membrane fractionation experiments confirm that ~ 50%
of CD38 molecules are localized in membrane microdomains, without measurable differences between Mec-1/CD38WT and /CD38M clones. GMI
and CD45 were selected as predominantly raft-resident and raft-excluded proteins and used as controls. (b, c) Co-capping analyses showing
colocalization of CD38 with CD19, CD81 and CD49d, occurring in both Mec-1/CD38WT (b) and /CD38M clones (c). Scatter plots on the right show
cumulative data.
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CD38WT and /CD38M molecules were able to associate laterally
with other proteins or protein complexes, a known feature of
CD38 in different hematopoietic cell lineages.1 Polar aggregation
of CD38WT or CD38M molecules was followed by colocalization of
CD19, CD81 and CD49d, with no measurable differences in the
two cell lines (Figures 2b and c). Third, cross-linking of CD38 on
Mec-1/CD38WT and /CD38M cells with the agonistic IB4 mAb
induced a rapid activation of ERK1/2 and p38/Jnk, which peaked
at 2 and 10min, respectively (Supplementary Figures 2A and B), in
line with previous findings.18

These results indicate that while the single amino-acid mutation
in the catalytic site of CD38 completely abrogates the enzymatic
activities, it does not alter its structural characteristics.

Mec-1/CD38WT cells show greater chemotactic responses than
Mec-1/CD38M or /GFP cells
We then compared the functional properties of the different Mec-
1 clones. Mec-1/CD38WT cells were characterized by a higher
spontaneous proliferation rate than the /CD38M (Po0.0001) and
control/GFP (Po0.0001) cells, as determined with MTT test
(Figure 3a). Furthermore, Mec-1/CD38WT migrated significantly
more towards CCL19 (mean MI: 14.6 ± 1.7) than Mec-1/CD38M

(mean MI: 5.6 ± 1.2) or /GFP cells (mean MI: 6.5 ± 0.8), despite
comparable levels of CCR7 receptor expression (Supplementary
Figure 3A). Pre-treatment with kuromanin significantly reduced
chemotaxis of Mec-1/CD38WT (mean MI: 8.4 ± 1.2, Po0.0001
compared with untreated), whose migration index became
comparable to that of Mec-1/CD38M or /GFP clones (Figure 3b).
No effects were registered when kuromanin was administered to
Mec-1/CD38M or /GFP cells.
In line with previous observations,41 cultured Mec-1 cells did

not respond to CXCL12 or CXCL10 (mean MI towards both
chemokines o1), likely because of low constitutive levels of
expression of CXCR4 and CXCR3 receptors (Supplementary Figures
3B and D). The same cells, when examined after 4 weeks of growth
in NSG mice, significantly upmodulated both CXCR4 and CXCR3 at
the mRNA and protein levels in all the Mec-1 variants
(Supplementary Figures 3B and D). Expression of the receptors
was followed by a slight increase in chemotactic responses to
CXCL12 and CXCL10 in Mec-1/GFP and /CD38M clones. In contrast,
Mec-1/CD38WT clones showed a sharp increase in chemotaxis
(mean MI towards CXCL12: 28.6 ± 6.2; mean MI towards CXCL10:
25.3 ± 5.3; Figure 3c). Pre-treatment of Mec-1/CD38WT cells with
kuromanin (100 μM) significantly reduced chemotaxis to both
chemokines (mean MI towards CXCL12: 1.4 ± 0.6; mean MI towards
CXCL10: 0.2 ± 0.2). Kuromanin treatment was ineffective in the
other two cell lines (Figure 3c).

Mec-1/CD38WT cells show greater adhesion and MMP-9 secretion
than Mec-1/CD38M or Mec-1/GFP cells
We then examined the adhesive properties of the different clones
on VCAM-1 substrate, selected based on previous findings
indicating that CD38 and CD49d (the VCAM-1 receptor) are
physically associated in CLL cells and that CD38 increases
adhesion to VCAM-1.20

A significantly higher number of Mec-1/CD38WT cells (349 ± 41)
adhered to VCAM-1, compared with both Mec-1/CD38M (154 ± 39)
or /GFP (212 ± 16) cells (P= 0.001 and P= 0.006, respectively
Figure 3d). Phase-contrast microscopy images showed that Mec-1/
CD38WT cells bound to VCAM-1 were characterized by filopodia-
like protrusions, at variance with both Mec-1/CD38M and /GFP
cells, which remained round and loosely attached. Pre-treatment
of Mec-1/CD38WT cells with kuromanin significantly compromised
adhesion (120 ± 10, Po0.0001 compared with untreated cells),
showing similar morphology and adhesion characteristics to Mec-
1/CD38M and /GFP cells (Figure 3d).
Lastly, we investigated the ability to digest the extracellular

matrix by metalloproteinase 9 (MMP-9), previously shown to be
increased in CD38+ CLL patients.21 None of the Mec-1 clones
constitutively produced MMP-9; however, after growth in NSG
mice, MMP-9 expression was upregulated, with the Mec-1/CD38WT

clone producing significantly higher amounts of the enzyme than
Mec-1/CD38M or /GFP cells (Figure 3e).

Mec-1/CD38WT clones show elevated [Ca2+]i, chemokine-induced
Ca2+ responses and signaling in response to chemokines and
integrins
A hypothesis to explain the behavioral differences between Mec-1/
CD38WT and /CD38M cells is linked to the production of ADPR and
cADPR from NAD, which may modulate intracellular Ca2+ levels
([Ca2+]i). Consistently, Mec-1/CD38WT cells showed constitutively
higher [Ca2+]i than Mec-1/CD38M (mean [Ca2+]i in Mec-1/CD38WT

56.6± 3.4 versus 34.0± 1.4 nM in Mec-1/CD38M, P=0.03; Figure 4a).
After exposure to CCL19 [Ca2+]i in Mec-1/CD38WT, cells were more
than twice that scored by /CD38M cells (mean [Ca2+]i in Mec-1/
CD38WT 174.0 ± 7.0 versus 77.0± 2.8 nM in Mec-1/CD38M, P=0.003;
Figure 4a). The same results were observed when exposing Mec-1/
CD38WT and /CD38M immediately after in vivo growth to CXCL12 or
CXCL10, with Mec-1/CD38WT containing significantly higher [Ca2+]I
under all conditions (Figure 4a). In order to determine whether
increased [Ca2+]i was dependent on the enzymatic activities of
CD38, Mec-1/CD38WT cells were incubated with CCL19, in the
presence (or absence) of kuromanin, with a complete inhibition of
CCL19-induced [Ca2+]i increase (Figure 4b). By interfering with
TRPM2 function using 8-Br-ADPR, a TRPM2 antagonist,42,43 the
CCL19-induced increase in [Ca2+]i was abrogated (Figure 4b). Similar
results were obtained after stable silencing of TRPM2 in Mec-1/
CD38WT. The specificity of this effect was shown by infection of
Mec-1/CD38WT with a scramble short-hairpin RNA, which did not
affect CCL19 responses (Figure 4b). These findings suggest that
ADPR-mediated Ca2+ entry from the extracellular compartment is
initially involved in activating chemotaxis.
Increased [Ca2+]i correlated with enhanced signal transduction

activated by chemokines or by integrins: Mec-1/CD38WT cells were
characterized by higher and more durable phosphorylation of
ERK1/2 and p38/Jnk in response to CXCL12 than either /CD38M or
/GFP cells (Figure 4c). Similar results were obtained when studying
phosphorylation of Vav-1, an early event in the downstream
pathway leading to actin polymerization and cytoskeleton
polarization.20,44 Mec-1/CD38WT cells showed increased Vav-1

Figure 3. Mec-1/CD38WT cells show enhanced proliferation, chemotaxis, adhesion and MMP-9 production. (a) Box plot showing cumulative
results (n= 8) of MTT assays comparing Mec-1/CD38WT, /CD38M and /GFP cells. (b, c) Box plots showing cumulative results of chemotaxis
experiments performed using CCL19 (b), CXCL12 and CXCL10 (c) as attractants. Experiments in b were performed using Mec-1 clones grown
in vitro, whereas those in c were performed using the same cells ex vivo. Where indicated Mec-1/CD38WT cells were pre-incubated with
kuromanin (100 μM for 30min) to inhibit CD38 enzymatic activities. (d) Cumulative results of adhesion experiments of the different Mec-1
variants on recombinant human VCAM-1. The mean number of adherent cells/field was obtained by counting six different fields/slide of at
least three independent experiments. The images on the right show representative morphological changes of the Mec-1 variants. (e) Gelatin
zymography assays showing MMP-9 activity in Mec-1/CD38WT, /CD38M and /GFP cells ex vivo. The representative image on the right shows
that the same cells cultured in vitro do not produce MMP-9.
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activation and concentration of the phosphorylated form at the
adhesion sites. Pre-treatment of these cells with kuromanin
reduced Vav-1 phosphorylation to the levels scored by Mec-1/
GFP or /CD38M cells (Figure 4d).

Only Mec-1/CD38WT cells bind the CD31 non-substrate ligand
CD31 is the non-substrate ligand for CD38 (ref. 33): CD38/CD31
interactions activate signaling pathways modulating growth and
motility of CLL cells.17 CD31 may be expressed by CLL cells and it is
also present at low density in Mec-1 cells, with no differences among
the different variants.45 To measure CD38–CD31 binding on
opposing cells, Mec-1 clones were interacted with mouse L-cells
transfected with human CD31 (L-CD31+) or control mock-transfected
cells (L-mock) under dynamic conditions that minimize integrin
activation. Mec-1/CD38WT were the only cells that stably bound to L-
CD31+, whereas no significant interaction could be stabilized using
L-mock cells (Po0.0001, Figure 4e). Consistent with this finding,
pre-incubation of L-CD31+ cells with Moon-1, an anti-CD31
monoclonal antibody (mAb) that binds the domain involved in
the interaction with CD38, completely abrogated binding
(Figure 4e), confirming that the interaction is specific. The use of
kuromanin and of 8-Br-ADPR was followed by a significant decrease
in CD31 binding (Po0.0001 and P=0.002, respectively, compared
with untreated cells), suggesting that Ca2+ fluxes mediated by
TRPM2 in Mec-1/CD38WT cells are critical in the molecule’s adhesion
to the non-substrate ligand (Figure 4e). This finding is in keeping
with independent observations suggesting that CD38 may function
as an active enzyme once its tridimensional structure is stabilized
through interactions with other proteins.46

Mec-1/CD38WT cells are more aggressive than Mec-1/CD38M or
Mec-1/GFP cells using xenograft models
To compare the in vivo behavior of the different Mec-1 variants,
Mec-1/CD38WT, /CD38M and /GFP cells (0.25 × 10 (ref. 6)) were
injected into the tail vein of NSG mice and left to engraft. This is
considered to be a reproducible model of aggressive CLL that
develops rapidly, allows measurements of tumor growth and may
be exploited as a therapeutic testing model.47

All Mec-1 clones showed complete engraftment efficiency.
However, Kaplan–Meier survival curves indicated that mice
injected with Mec-1/CD38WT cells were characterized by signifi-
cantly shorter survival (median of 30 days) when compared with
those injected with Mec-1/GFP (median of 35.5 days, P= 0.0024)
and Mec-1/CD38M cells (median of 36 days, P= 0.0017; Figure 5a).
These experiments were repeated using cells from three
independent clones with overlapping results.
The greater aggressiveness of Mec-1/CD38WT cells as compared

with the other two variants was confirmed in a set of experiments
where mice were analyzed after 25 days. Animals xenografted
with Mec-1/CD38WT cells lost more weight than those injected
with Mec-1/GFP or Mec-1/CD38M cells (P= 0.001 and P= 0.026,

respectively, Figure 5b). In agreement with previous data showing
that Mec-1 home preferentially to the kidney,47 all animals
showed extensive colonization of the kidneys by leukemic cells
and eventually died of renal failure. However, on day 25 the Mec-
1/CD38WT group invariably presented with more heavily infiltrated
kidneys than the other two sets of animals (Figures 5c and d).
Magnetic resonance imaging after 21 days highlighted massive
lesions in these organs in mice xenografted with Mec-1/CD38WT

cells, whereas the other animals showed minimal involvement
(Figure 5e). Immunohistochemical analysis confirmed the higher
number of Mec-1/CD38WT cells compared with the other clones
(Figure 5f). Increased metastatic lesions in the Mec-1/CD38WT

group were also highlighted in the liver, lungs and bone marrow,
as indicated by staining with anti-human CD20 mAb
(Supplementary Figures 4A and B). CD38 expression in vivo was
maintained by both Mec-1/CD38WT and /CD38M clones through-
out the experiment, as determined using immunohistochemistry
and FACS analyses (Supplementary Figures 4C and D).
These results indicate that the presence of an enzymatically

functional CD38 is sufficient to increase disease aggressiveness
and that this phenotype is lost in the presence of an enzymatically
inactive variant of the molecule.

Mec-1/CD38WT cells show a distinct gene signature
Gene expression profiling was then used to characterize the
signature of Mec-1/CD38WT and Mec-1/CD38M following subtrac-
tion of the background values of Mec-1/GFP (Figure 6a).
Transcriptome profiling was performed using cells in vitro and
in vivo: in both cases Mec-1/CD38WT were clearly distinct in an
unsupervised hierarchical analysis (Supplementary Figure 5A).
Mec-1/CD38WT showed 2514 differentially expressed genes
(Supplementary Figure 5A). Among them, 1991 (79%) were
selectively modulated in the in vivo mouse model, whereas 385
sequences characterized the in vitro signature and 138 were
common to both (Figure 6a). Interrogation of the 2514
differentially expressed genes using functional online annotation
tools confirmed enrichment for biological processes including
signal transduction (27%), cell adhesion (14%), chemokine
signaling, cytokine–cytokine receptor interactions (11%),
proliferation (10%) and leukocyte transendothelial migration
(5%; Supplementary Figure 5B). This signature was already evident
when analyzing the 138 ‘common’ genes. However, the absolute
number of genes belonging to these categories and their P-values
increased significantly in the in vivo versus in vitro comparison
(Figures 6b and c), suggesting that these pathways are enhanced
once the cells grow in mice. Quantitative RT-PCR analysis of
selected genes (CXCL10, IL-18RAP and IL-10) was used to validate
data, confirming a direct correlation between microarray and qRT-
PCR data (R2 = 0.79, Po0.0001, Supplementary Figures 5C and F).
Gene expression profiling provided genome-wide confirmation of
the functional data obtained in vitro.

Figure 4. Mec-1/CD38WT clones show elevated [Ca2+]i, signaling in response to chemokines and integrins and are the only ones to bind the
CD31 ligand. (a) Measurement of [Ca2+]i in Fura-2-loaded Mec-1/CD38WT and Mec-1/CD38M cells, by spectrophotometric assays under basal
conditions and after CCL19, CXCL12 and CXCL10 treatment. (b) The same experiments were performed using Mec-1/CD38WT cells pre-treated
with kuromanin or Mec-1/CD38WT infected with an shTRPM2 or a scramble short-hairpin RNA lentiviruses and exposed to CCL19. For all
experiments, chemokines were used at 10 ng per 106 cells for 24 h. (c) Mec-1/CD38WT show enhanced CXCL12 signaling. The different Mec-1
variants were treated with CXCL12 (10 ng per 106 cells), lysed and analyzed for the activation of ERK1/2 and p38/JNK. (d) The different Mec-1
variants were left to adhere on VCAM-1-coated plates before washing, fixing and staining with anti-pVav-1 followed by TRITC-conjugated
secondary antibody (red) and Alexa633 phalloidin (green). Red fluorescence intensity is quantified on the right. (e) Adhesion assay measuring
binding of Mec-1/CD38WT, /CD38M or /GFP cells on L-CD31+ cells in the presence or absence of the anti-CD31 monoclonal antibody Moon-1.
L-mock fibroblasts were used as control. Adhesion of Mec-1/CD38WT was also measured after pre-treatment with kuromanin or 8-Br-ADPR.
Mec-1 cells were labeled with calcein-AM and interacted with adherent fibroblasts (60min, 4 °C, dynamic conditions). Results are expressed as
arbitrary units of fluorescence intensity.
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Proof-of-principle of the therapeutic potential of inhibitors of
the enzymatic activity of CD38
A short-term xenograft model based on injection of patient-
derived lymphocytes was then used to test the potential of
enzymatic inhibitors of CD38 as therapeutics. NSG mice were pre-
treated with kuromanin to reduce the activity of endogenous
CD38 (Supplementary Figure 6), with no evident toxicity, as
inferred from the microscopic analysis of parenchymatous organs.
PBMCs from CLL patients were then treated with kuromanin
before i.v. injection into NSG mice. Homing to the spleen and BM
was measured using flow cytometry after 16 h. Kuromanin
exposure significantly prevented homing to the spleen and to

the BM (Figure 7a), keeping CLL cells in the blood, where they
could still be traced in significantly higher numbers than under
untreated conditions (mean number of circulating CD38+ CLL
cells: 11 074 ± 2846 in the untreated condition versus 34
406± 9545 following kuromanin treatment, P= 0.0039, Figure 7a).
These experiments suggest that kuromanin blocks extravasa-

tion of CLL lymphocytes, keeping them in the blood, where they
may be more susceptible to conventional or novel drugs. Even if
homing to the spleen could also be due to passive mechanisms
and not only to active extravasation,48 it should be noted that cells
remaining in the blood did not show signs of apoptosis. To prove
this point, NSG mice were xenografted with Mec-1/CD38WT cells

Figure 5. The enzymatic activities of CD38 increase Mec-1 cell aggressiveness in a xenograft model. (a) Kaplan–Meier curves showing survival
of NSG mice xenografted with Mec-1/CD38WT, /CD38M or /GFP cells (0.25 × 106 i.v.). (b) Box plot showing the percentage of weight decrease or
(c) of weight of the right kidney in NSG mice xenografted with Mec-1 cells and evaluated on day 25. At least eight animals under each
condition were evaluated. (c) Representative images of the kidneys. (d) Measurement of tumor infiltration with flow cytometry of minced
kidney preparations (5 × 105 events/sample, eight independent experiments/group) stained with anti-human CD19-PE and anti-human-CD38-
Alexa488 (except for control Mec-1/GFP cells where only anti-CD19-PE was used). (e) Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) of the kidneys of
representative mice injected with Mec-1/CD38WT, /CD38M or /GFP cells and analyzed after 21 days. Arrows indicate metastatic sites. Box plot
on the right shows cumulative data from eight animals per group. (f) Low-magnification images of kidney sections stained using an anti-CD20
antibody. Box plot on the right shows cumulative data derived from the analysis of eight sections from eight animals/group.
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and treated with fludarabine, kuromanin or their combination
after 10 days. Results indicate that the animals receiving
kuromanin and fludarabine showed diminished metastatic colo-
nization in the liver (% of CD19+/CD38+ cells: 29.6 ± 3.5 untreated
versus 10.2 ± 0.9 kuromanin versus 8.9 ± 1.8 fludarabine versus
4.5 ± 0.9 kuromanin and fludarabine, Figure 7b) and increased
levels of cell death in Mec-1/CD38WT found in the right kidney
(% of apoptotic/necrotic cells: 16.1±1.4 untreated versus 22.0±2.5
kuromanin versus 25.1±3.1 fludarabine versus 36.9±4.2 kuromanin
and fludarabine, Figure 7c) than when each drug was
administered alone.
These results confirm that CD38 is directly involved via its

enzymatic activities in determining a more aggressive clinical
course of CLL. Consequently, inhibitors of CD38 enzymatic
activities may be therapeutically relevant.

DISCUSSION
From a basic science perspective, the results of this work indicate
that the enzymatic activities of CD38 are essential in regulating
CLL growth and trafficking. This conclusion is based on the
comparative analysis of CLL-derived cell line clones expressing a
wild-type or mutant form of CD38. Mec-1/CD38WT cells proliferate
more and show enhanced chemotaxis, adhesion and MMP-9
secretion, three essential steps in the homing process. When
xenografted in NSG mice, Mec-1/CD38WT grow faster and show
increased colonization of target organs as compared with /CD38M

or control cells. These results are in keeping with the hypothesis
that CD38 directly contributes to disease aggressiveness and
suggest that the enzymatic activities are essential in determining
the phenotype. As an indirect proof of the relevance of the
enzymatic activities of CD38 in modulating growth and movement

Figure 6. Identification of a Mec-1/CD38WT gene expression signature. (a) Venn diagrams showing the strategy chosen to identify the Mec-1/
CD38WT signature. (b) Pathway enrichment analysis of sequences characterizing Mec-1/CD38WT cells in vitro (blue bars) and in vivo (red bars).
The numbers indicate the absolute number of genes belonging to each pathway. (c) Differentially modulated GO terms and KEGG pathways
obtained by comparing Mec-1/CD38WT and /CD38M cells in vitro or after in vivo growth.
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Figure 7. Proof-of-principle of the therapeutic potential of inhibitors of the enzymatic activity of CD38. (a) PBMCs from CLL patients were
pre-treated with kuromanin before injection in NSG mice. Endogenous CD38 activity was reduced by pre-treatment of the animals
(24 h before) with kuromanin. Dot plots represent cells stained with anti-CD19 and -CD5, after gating for SSC and CD45. Box plots on the right
show cumulative data from five patients. (b) Percentage of Mec-1/CD38WT recovered from the right lobe of the liver in NSG mice treated with
kuromanin, fludarabine or their combination. (c) Box plot indicating the percentage of apoptotic/necrotic Mec-1/CD38WT cells in the kidneys
of mice treated with kuromanin, fludarabine or their combination.
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of leukemic cells, the selective inhibitor kuromanin completely
abrogated the advantage of Mec-1/CD38WT cells both in in vitro
and in vivo assays. Even if this molecule did not show toxicity in
the in vitro or in vivo setting, other effects besides the inhibition of
CD38 enzymatic activities cannot be ruled out.
The different behavior of Mec-1/CD38WT cells could not be

explained by differences in the molecular organization of CD38 on
the membrane. Binding of the five monoclonal antibodies tested,
localization in lipid rafts and lateral associations with different
proteins were maintained in Mec-1/CD38M cells. Furthermore, CD38
ligation with agonistic antibodies triggered activation of a signaling
pathway in both cell lines, suggesting that the mutation does not
significantly affect the structural properties of the molecule.
The two main features that distinguished Mec-1/CD38WT from

/CD38M were a different regulation of [Ca2+]i and the ability to
bind the CD31 ligand. Increased [Ca2+]i may be explained on the
basis of the enzymatic conversion of NAD into Ca2+-active
compounds, cADPR and ADPR. This phenomenon is evident
under basal conditions, with Mec-1/CD38WT cells having higher
[Ca2+]i, in line with previous reports.32 Importantly, Mec-1/CD38WT

cells also showed a higher increase in [Ca2+]i in response to
chemokines. In each condition, [Ca2+]i of Mec-1/CD38WT was at
least double that of /CD38M or control cells. TRPM2, a membrane
channel that is modulated by ADPR,3 was the key Ca2+ channel
mediating increased [Ca2+]i under basal and under stimulated
conditions. This conclusion was inferred by using pharmacological
inhibitors or gene silencing. The role of cADPR, which was found
in higher amounts in Mec-1/CD38WT, may be linked to increased
Ca2+ responses through two different mechanisms. On one side, it
could synergize with ADPR to potentiate TRPM2 activation,49

whereas on the other it could trigger a calcium-induced
calcium-release mechanism from Ryanodine-sensitive stores.2

The second element distinguishing Mec-1/CD38WT from /CD38M

cells was the ability to bind the CD31 ligand, which was lost
when the enzymatic activity was disrupted. This information is
consistent with data from crystallography studies that indicate
that CD31 binding could be a prerequisite for the stabilization of
dimers or multimers of CD38, which are the only active forms of
the enzyme.50

The relevance of these results in CLL biology was first confirmed
by the finding that CD38 is enzymatically active. Second, inhibition
of CD38 using kuromanin in patient-derived CLL cells significantly
compromised CXCL12-mediated chemotaxis (Supplementary
Figure 7). Third, homing of CLL cells from the blood to lymphoid
organs was significantly prevented in mice treated with kuroma-
nin, confirming that these effects are also relevant in vivo.
From the translational point of view, the results of this work

provide a proof-of-principle that inhibitors of the enzymatic
activities of CD38 could have therapeutic potential.51 So far,
the only CD38-targeting drugs that have reached the clinic are
mAbs.52,53 Their effects are mostly based on the ability of the Fc
portion of the molecule to trigger antibody-dependent cellular
cytotoxicity or complement-dependent cytotoxicity. Our results
indicate that drugs interfering with the core functions of CD38
would limit proliferation of leukemic cells, as well as their access to
growth-privileged sites. The preparation of antibody fractions,
peptides or aptamers that can block CD38 enzymatic activities
with high affinity and specificity of action is likely to provide the
medical community with novel therapeutic weapons for CLL, as
well as for patients with other hematological malignancies.
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